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Wednesday 21st October 2020

Pub quiz
1. Which city do South Africans refer to as the ‘Mother City’? 

2. When did Maori tribes first settle in the area which is now 
Auckland?
a) 14th century
b) 15th century
c) 16th century

3. An automated teller machine (ATM) first appeared in which 
city? 

4.  The final of the next Rugby League World Cup will be held in 
which city? 

5.  Until gaining its independence in 1971, Qatar was ruled by 
which country? 

6.  As the crow flies, is Cairns closer to Brisbane or Darwin? 

7.  What is the name of the South Australian peninsula located 
immediately south of Adelaide? 

8.  The border between which two countries runs across the 
summit of Mount Everest?

9. Standing at 875m, what is the highest point on Lord Howe 
Island? 

10.  Which airline is headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas? 

Whose flag is this?

THIS nation has had many flags 
during its history.

The first flag, used in 1921, had 
black, white and green horizontal 
stripes with a red triangle on the 
left.

It was then modified with the 
triangle being truncated and two 
white seven-pointed stars being 
added.

In 1959, the rulers were 
overthrown and a new flag 
was established with the same 

colours but in vertical rather than 
horizontal stripes and central 
yellow sun with eight red rays.

Finally, something very similar 
to this flag, first flown in Egypt, 
was introduced in 1952, except 
with three green stars as well as 
the Arabic script.

The stars were removed in 
2004 to leave this flag as the 
official ensign, and it was adopted 
formally in 2008.

Do you know whose flag it is?

Sudoku
THE aim of Sudoku is to complete the entire grid using the numbers 

1-9. Numbers can only be used once in each row, column, and 3×3 box.

EASY

ANSWERS 20 OCT

Where in the world: Mount Rushmore, South Dakota, USA. 
The monument depicts George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, 
Theodore Roosevelt and Abraham Lincoln.

Unscramble: aged, aglet, agree, agreed, degree, delegate, deterge, 
drag, dreg, eager, eagle, eaglet, eagre, edge, edger, egret, gale, 
gate, gated, gear, geared, geed, geld, glad, glade, glare, glared, 
glee, grade, grate, grated, great, greed, greet, greeted, lager, large, 
ledge, ledger, legate, legatee, leger, rage, raged, regal, regale, 
regaled, relegate, RELEGATED

Pub quiz: 1 China, 2 Hispaniola, 3 Scandinavian Airlines, 4 Table 
Bay, 5 Tokyo, 6 Croatia, 7 Singapore, 8 Salt Lake City, 9 Air India,  
10 b) 54 hours

Funnies Flashback
WE’VE trawled through the TD Window Seat 

archives to give you a blast from the past. Here’s some 
gems from 28 Jan 2014:

LOUNGE access privileges have been revoked for a man who 
allegedly used VIP facilities offered by China Eastern Airlines 
almost every day for a year.

The passenger appears to have purchased a fully refundable 
first class ticket expressly for the purpose of accessing free 
food at the China Eastern lounge at Xian Xianyang International 
Airport in China’s Shaanxi province.

According to Malaysia’s Kwong Wah Yit Poh Chinese-language 
newspaper, the man changed his itinerary over 300 times during 
the year to access the facilities, and eventually cancelled the 
ticket and obtained a full refund when it was about to expire.
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